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DAILY MESSAGE OF CHRIST JESUS, TRANSMITTED TO FRIAR ELÍAS

Children:

If there is love between brothers and sisters you will free yourselves from entering into false
judgments. If there is love between brothers and sisters it will not matter who makes a mistake,
what will matter will be that the other brother or sister loves beyond the mistake.

This is what My disciples have to learn, to love each other above all things so that they may get to
know the mutual respect between beings. If there is no harmony peace will not be able to exist and
if peace is lacking there love and unity will be lacking. All has its cycle, including the great tests,
but it is in them where the great weaknesses make themselves evident. Who has more consciousness
must remember that God does not deal with human mistakes, but with compassion which is the
action of acting and forgiving through peace.

For this: be careful with saying that which is not well known or what is not understood because this
will be like feeding the wolf. While you are in this world, all will learn. My second coming is to
remove the crown of illusion that many carry over themselves, above all in those who deny My
Heart.

For this I bring you My Celestial Peace so that you may heal yourselves and love each other. Do not
forget the power of love because the love of a soul is that which accepts the mistakes of its peers
and which helps to comfort the despair of the neighbor. Thus you will be able to know that your
Christification has a long path to travel. You are just at the beginning of My Christic journey. 

Under the Mercy of God, be loving and patient.

Thank you for listening to My words with the heart!

Christ Jesus, your Savior. 


